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“We are the accidental result of an unplanned process … the fragile result of  
an enormous concatenation of improbabilities, not the predictable product  
of any definite process“

Stephen Jay Gould
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Abstract

Plant-herbivore  interactions  are  among  the  most  common  of  ecological 
interactions. It is therefore not surprising that plants have evolved multiple 
mechanisms  to  defend  themselves, using  both  constitutive  chemical  and 
physical barriers and by induced responses which are only expressed after 
herbivory  has  occurred.  Herbivores,  on the other  hand,  respond to  these 
plant defenses by evolving counter-adaptations which makes defenses less 
effective  or  even  useless.  Adaptation  can  occur  at  different  geographical 
scales,  with  varying  coevolutionary  interactions  across  a  spatially 
heterogenous landscape. By looking at the underlying genes responsible for 
these defensive traits and herbivore related phenotypic traits, it is possible to 
investigate the coevolutionary history of these plant- herbivore interactions. 
Here I use molecular population genetic tools to investigate the evolutionary 
history  of  several  inducible  defense  genes  in  European  Aspen  (Populus 
tremula) in Sweden. Two genes, belonging to the Polyphenol oxidase gene-
family  (PPO1 and  PPO2),  show  skews  in  their  site  frequency  spectrum 
together with patterns of diversity and divergence from an outgroup which 
correspond  to  signatures  of  adaptive  evolution  (Paper  II).  71  single 
nucleotide  polymorphisms  (SNPs)  from  seven  inducible  defense  genes 
(PPO1-PPO3,  TI2-TI5)  show  elevated  levels  of  population  differentiation 
compared to control genes (genes not involved in plant defense), and 10 of 
these defense SNPs show strong signatures of natural selection (Paper III). 
These 71 defense SNPs also divides a sample of Swedish P. tremula trees into 
three distinct geographical groups, corresponding to a Southern, Central and 
Northern cluster, a patterns that is not present in control SNPs (Paper III). 
The  same  geographical  pattern,  with  a  distinct  Northern  cluster,  is  also 
observed in several phenotypic traits  related to herbivory in our common 
garden  in  Sävar  (Paper  IV).  These  phenotypic  traits  show  patterns  of 
apparent  local  maladaptation  of  the  herbivore  community  to  the  host 
population which could indicate the presence of “information coevolution” 
between plants and herbivores (Paper IV). 15 unique defense SNPs also show 
significant associations to eight  phenotypic traits  but the causal effects of 
these  SNP  associations  may  be  confounded  by  the  geographic  structure 
found in both the underlying genes and in the phenotypic  traits.  The co-
occurrence  of  population  structure  in  both  defense  genes  and  herbivore 
community traits may be the result from historical events during the post-
glacial recolonization of Sweden.



Sammanfattning

Interaktioner mellan växter och herbivorer är bland de vanligaste ekologiska 
interaktionerna och det är därför inte förvånande att växter har utvecklat 
flera olika mekanismer för att försvara sig. Dessa försvarsmekanismer består 
både av konstitutiva  kemiska och fysiska barriärer så väl  som inducerade 
försvar  som  bara  är  uttryckta  efter  att  en  växt  har  blivit  skadad  genom 
betning. Herbivorerna å sin sida svarar på dessa försvar genom att utveckla 
motanpassningar som gör växternas försvar  mindre effektiva eller  till  och 
med verkningslösa. Dessa anpassningar kan ske över olika geografiska skalor 
beroende på om de samevolutionära interaktionerna varierar i ett rumsligt 
heterogent  landskap.  Genom  att  studera  de  underliggande  gener  som 
kontrollerar dessa försvarsegenskaper tillsammans med herbivorrelaterade 
fenotypiska egenskaper  är  det möjligt  att  undersöka den samevolutionära 
historien av interaktionerna mellan växter och herbivorer. Här använder jag 
mig  av  molekylärpopulationsgenetiska  verktyg  för  att  undersöka  den 
evolutionära  historien  i  flera  inducerade  försvarsgener  hos  asp  (Populus 
tremula) i Sverige. Två gener, som tillhör genfamiljen Polyphenol-oxidaser 
(PPO1 och  PPO2), uppvisar ett frekvensmönster som man förväntar sig vid 
positiv selektion. Detta mönster kan också ses i dessa geners diversitet samt i 
divergens  från  en  utgrupp  (Uppsats  II).  71  ”single  nucleotide 
polymorphisms” (SNPar) från 7 inducerade försvarsgener (PPO1-PPO3, TI2-
TI5)  visar  förhöjda  nivåer  av  populationsdifferentiering  jämfört  med 
kontrollgener (gener som inte är involverade i  trädens försvar),  och 10 av 
dessa försvars-SNPar visar även tecken på naturlig selektion (Uppsats III). 
Dessa 71 försvars-SNPar delar in ett urval av svenska aspar i tre distinkta 
geografiska grupper som beskriver ett sydligt, centralt och nordligt kluster 
som inte förekommer hos kontroll-SNPar (Uppsats III). Samma geografiska 
mönster,  med  ett  distinkt  nordligt  kluster,  återfinns  däremot  i  ett  antal 
fenotypiska egenskaper  som är relaterade till  herbivori  i  ett  odlingsförsök 
utanför Sävar (Uppsats IV).  Dessa fenotypiska egenskaper visar tecken på 
lokal felanpassning hos herbivorsamhället till den lokala värdpopulationen, 
vilket kan indikera förekomsten av ett ”samevolutionärt informationsutbyte” 
mellan växter och herbivorer (Uppsats IV). 15 unika försvars-SNPar påvisar 
också signifikanta associationer med 8 olika fenotypiska egenskaper,  men 
om dessa har en verklig effekt eller inte är svårt att säga på grund av den 
geografiska strukturen som förekommer både hos de underliggande generna 
och  hos  de  fenotypiska  egenskaperna.  Att  denna  populationsstruktur 
förekommer hos både försvarsgener och egenskaper som är förknippade med 
herbivorsamhället kan däremot vara ett resultat av historiska händelser som 
skett under aspens post-glaciala återkolonisation av Sverige.



Introduction
“It has become evident that the primary lesson of the study of evolution is  
that all evolution is coevolution: every organism is evolving in tandem with 
the organisms around it“
Kevin Kelly 

Plants are at the bottom of most food webs and each of the approximately 
300  000  plant  species  on  Earth  are  attacked  by  a  multitude  of  other 
organisms,  such  as  insects  and  pathogens  (Pieterse  &  Dicke,  2007).  The 
sustainability of natural and planted forests is constantly being threatened by 
these pests. The outbreak of a forest insect pest epidemic cannot be avoided 
by short term crop rotation or usage of pesticides as for agricultures, so the 
knowledge of  how trees  respond to an  attack  by  herbivorous  insects  will 
increase our understanding of forest health genomics, and how to delimit the 
effects of such epidemics (Constabel et al., 2000; Ralph et al., 2006).

Plants exhibit  a lot of  adaptive traits,  and for understanding the adaptive 
processes acting on a single trait, several informational levels will have to be 
taken into account, including the mutations that provide the raw material for 
adaptations,  measurements  of  genetic  diversity,  developmental  and 
physiological effects of genetic variation and exploration of the relationship 
between genetic variation and the environment. Our understanding of the 
nature  of  biochemical  pathways,  genes  and  mutations  is  poor,  and  for  a 
broader knowledge on this topic,  a  “top-down” method, which relies on a 
priori  selection of  traits  of  interest,  will  need to be complemented with a 
“bottom-up” approach. This “bottom up” approach is provided by molecular 
population  genetics,  which  is  based  on  population  samples  of  DNA 
sequences. One reason molecular population genetic analyses is a useful tool 
for understanding the evolution of adaptive traits is that it represents the 
complete  genetic  information  available,  and  that  it  allows  for  powerful 
historical insights since sequence data integrate information over a long time 
(Wright & Gaut, 2005).

Evolutionary aspects of plant-herbivore interactions

Plants within a community faces three different types of problems: spatial 
and  temporal  variation  of  the  biotic  environment,  competition  with 
neighboring plants for space and nutrients, and damage and diseases caused 
by herbivores and pathogens. These problems all causes stress and energy 
loss for plants, and will eventually reduce growth and reproduction. Since 
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plant-herbivore  interactions  are  among  the  most  common  of  ecological 
interactions, plants have evolved multiple ways to defend themselves, both 
using constitutive chemical and physical barriers and by induced responses 
which are only expressed after herbivory has occurred  (Ralph et al., 2006; 
Kant & Baldwin, 2007). Constitutive defenses, such as thorns,  spines and 
many toxic secondary metabolites,  are used as a first defense line to slow 
down or even avoid herbivore damage. If the first line is breached, induced 
defenses, such as oxidative enzymes, genes involved in strengthening the cell 
wall and protease inhibitors, will be activated as a secondary defense line and  
reduce the effects of herbivory  (Karban & Baldwin, 1997; Constabel, 1999; 
Ralph  et  al.,  2006).  A second induced defense  response is  the release  of 
terpenoids  and  aromatic  and  aliphatic  volatiles,  which  acts  as  potential 
signals that attract predators and parasitoids of the herbivore, and thereby 
contribute  to  the  defense  (Major  &  Constabel,  2006).  In  plant-herbivore 
defense systems, constitutive and induced defense mechanisms seem to be 
tightly regulated. Such a combined regulation will minimize the energy loss 
when an active defense is  not required and still  present a shifting profile 
when herbivores are present (Ralph et al., 2006).

Herbivores,  however,  respond  to  plant  defenses  by  evolving  counter-
adaptations  which  makes  defense  less  effective  or  even  useless.  This  can 
eventually lead to an “arms race” between plants and herbivores, and such 
co-evolutionary interactions will lead to an escalation of traits in both plants 
and herbivores. Such an “arms race” (positive selection) is expected to lead to 
sequential selective sweeps, where new defense and counter-defense alleles 
in both plant and herbivore populations will arise and rapidly go to fixation. 
The “arms race” theory therefore predicts that there will be a low level of 
standing  nucleotide  sequence  variation  and  a  high  level  of  amino  acid 
differentiation in defense genes, induced by strong directional selection and 
a rapid turnover of alleles (Bergelson et al., 2001; Pieterse & Dicke, 2007). 

An alternative theory for counter-adaptation is the “trench warfare” model, 
which  predicts  an  increased  diversity  in  defense  genes,  either  because 
frequency-dependent selection favors rare alleles or because different alleles 
confer  resistance  to  different  herbivore  genotypes  and  thereby  favors 
variability  itself.  Under  this  theory,  balancing  selection  maintains  allelic 
variation and is expected to result in enhanced levels of sequence diversity 
since  different  allelic lineages  accumulate  new  mutations  more  or  less 
independently. The “trench warfare” model thus predicts an enhanced level 
of segregating amino acid polymorphism within populations  (de Meaux & 
Mitchell-Olds, 2003). 
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Additionally, gene duplication is thought to be an important source for novel 
defense  genes.  The  assumption  has  been  that  one  copy  following  the 
duplication  event  is  redundant  and  that  it  eventually  will  become  a 
pseudogene  due  to  the  accumulation  of  deleterious  mutations  (non-
functionalization) or turned into a novel gene (neo-functionalization). The 
prediction  has  been  that  almost  all  duplicated  gene  copies  become 
pseudogenes since the probability of deleterious mutations is much higher 
than  for  beneficial  ones.  It  has,  however,  become  apparent  that  positive 
selection can play a major role in preserving some of the new gene copies and 
even altering their function (Talyzina & Ingvarsson, 2006).

Model organism and study system

The genus  Populus consists of approximately 40 species divided into three 
classes, poplars and aspens and cottonwoods, and are distributed throughout 
the northern hemisphere in diverse habitats. They are considered important 
forest trees around the world for the production of timber, pulp, paper and 
renewable  energy  (Taylor,  2002).  Poplar has  also  been  established  as  a 
model system for genomic research of angiosperm tree biology due to the 
sequencing of the  Populus trichocarpa genome  (Tuskan et al.,  2006), the 
possibility  to  obtain  interspecific  hybrids  (Taylor,  2002) and  that  it  is 
amenable to genetic transformations (Bradshaw et al., 2000; Wullschleger et 
al., 2002; Taylor, 2002; Brunner et al., 2004).

European  aspen  (Populus  tremula)  is  a  dioecious,  obligately  outbreeding 
tree with a geographic distribution that covers Eurasia from the British Isles 
in the west to the far eastern parts of Siberia, and from the Mediterranean in 
the south to the northern-most parts of Scandinavia. Both pollen and seeds 
are wind-dispersed, which results in substantial inter-population gene flow 
(up to 15 effective migrants per population, Lexer et al., 2005) and hence a 
relatively  low  level  of  genetic  differentiation  even  over  continental  scales 
(Lexer  et  al.,  2005;  Hall  et  al.,  2007).  During  the  last  glacial  period,  P. 
tremula is thought to have survived in refuges throughout Southern Europe 
and  recent  analyzes  suggest  that  recolonization  of  Scandinavia  has  taken 
place within the last five to seven thousand years, and in some areas within 
the last two to four thousand years due to recent land uplift (De Carvalho et 
al., 2010). It appears that the recolonization of Scandinavia has taken place 
from two separate refugia, one located in the eastern part of Europe and the 
other located in wester/central Europe (De Carvalho et al., 2010), which has 
resulted in a present-day admixture zone in central Sweden. The signature of 
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this admixture zone is however quite weak due to the extensive gene flow 
that reduces the genetic  differentiation among populations across Sweden 
(Hall et al., 2007; De Carvalho et al., 2010). 

All plant material used in this thesis are samples from 
the Swedish Aspen (SwAsp) collection, which consists 
of  116  genotypes  collected  from  12  sites  throughout 
Sweden (Figure 1). 10 genotypes were collected from 
each site,  except the Luleå population (Nr. 12)  where 
only 6 genotypes were collected. Special emphasis was 
taken to ensure that none of the genotypes were closer 
apart  than  2  km  due  to  the  extensive  clonal  growth 
known to occur in this species. This clonal reproduction 
was  utilized  for  clonal  replication  and  each  genotype 
was planted in approximately 4 replicates in each of two 
common gardens in 2004 at the Skogforsk facilities in 
Ekebo  (55.9°N,  Svalöv,  Skåne)  and  Sävar  (63.4°N, 
Umeå,  Västerbotten).  See  Luquez  et  al.  (2008) for  a 
detailed description of the collection.

Inducible defense response

Induced plant defenses, which constitute the secondary defense line, are only 
expressed after herbivory has taken place and are regulated through a set of 
signaling pathways.  Plant  hormones, such as  salicylic  acid (SA),  jasmonic 
acid (JA) and ethylene (ET), play important roles in the regulation of these 
defense  pathways  (Lawrence  &  Koundal,  2002;  Kant  &  Baldwin,  2007; 
Pieterse & Dicke,  2007).  The effectiveness of  SA-,  JA-  and ET-dependent 
pathways differs depending on the type of the attacker. The SA-dependent 
pathway is, in general, more effective against pathogens that require a living 
host to complete their lifecycle (biotrophs), whereas pathogens that kill their 
host and feed on its content (necrotrophs) and herbivorous insects are more 
sensitive to JA- and ET- dependent defenses  (Pieterse & Dicke, 2007). The 
type of organism that interacts with the plant has in  Arabidopsis thaliana 
been shown to affect the production of the defense signals SA, JA and ET. 
The composition, quantity and timing of the signal signature results in an 
activation of a specific set of genes that will shape the final defense response 
that is triggered by the encounter attacker  (Pieterse & Dicke, 2007). Four 
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systemic signals are responsible for the translocation of the wound response. 
These signals are systemin, abscisic acid (ABA), hydraulic signals (variation 
potentials) and electrical signals, and the translocation of these signals from 
the wounded site occurs through the phloem or xylem as a consequence of 
hydraulic  dispersal  (Lawrence  &  Koundal,  2002).  SA-related  defenses 
control the physical entry and/or the “weapons” that kill entering pathogens. 
It also controls the orchestration of selective sacrifice of infected plant tissue 
(controlled cell death). JA-related defenses, on the other hand, are associated 
with products that serve to deter the herbivore, either by slowing down its  
development, decreasing its reproductive success, or even repelling it from 
the plant (Kant & Baldwin, 2007). 

JA and it's  methyl  ester,  methyl  jasmonate (MeJa),  are fatty acid-derived 
plant hormones that act as signaling compounds of plant responses to the 
biotic and abiotic environment. JA is synthesized through the octadecanoid 
biosynthesis pathway, and is only one of several bioactive compounds within 
the  class  of  octadecanoids  which  regulates  a  broad  spectrum  of  plant 
responses  (Schaller,  2001).  JA  can  be  endogenously  induced  by  several 
factors, such as mechanical wounding, water deficit, herbivory, and attack by 
some  pathogens.  It  can  influence  plant  functions  such  as  growth  and 
development, assimilation rate, protein storage, and defense against insects 
and microbes  (Thaler et al., 2001). Both JA and MeJa are quite mobile; JA 
moves through the phloem and MeJa is volatile.  When the plant is under 
attack  by  herbivores,  jasmonates  sets  in  motion  a  suit  of  responses  that 
include the synthesis of certain plant proteins involved in defense, such as 
polyphenol oxidases, protease inhibitors and chitinases, and a coincidental 
depression of the synthesis of other proteins (Karban & Baldwin, 1997).

Studies  of  transcriptional  patterns  following  wounding  by  herbivores  in 
Populus have shown that a large number of defense-related genes are up-
regulated in damaged tissue. Among the most strongly up-regulated genes 
are polyphenol oxidases (PPO) and a wide range of protease inhibitors (PIs) 
(Haruta, Pedersen, et al., 2001; Haruta, Major, et al., 2001; Christopher et 
al.,  2004). Polyphenol oxidases (PPO) are copper-containing enzymes that 
catalyses  the  oxidation  of  diphenolic  compounds,  such  as  catechol,  into 
quinones, which are reactive molecules that interact with several biological 
molecules.  PPOs  are  responsible  for  the  browning  of  plant  extracts  and 
damaged tissues, caused by spontaneous polymerization and cross-linking of 
the quinones. During feeding by herbivorous insects, the enzyme reacts with 
phenolic substrates and produces quinones, which alkylates (incorporate free 
radicals  CnH2n+1)  essential  amino  acids  and  sulfhydryl  groups  in  dietary 
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proteins  within the mouth and gut of the insect,  and thereby reduces the 
nutritive value of the protein which will lead to a suppression of larval health 
(Constabel & Barbehenn, 2008). Plant PPOs are often encoded by medium-
size  gene  families.  In  tomato,  for  example,  there  are  at  least  seven  PPO 
genes, and five PPO genes have been characterized in potato. Different PPO 
family  members  differ  in  their  temporal  and  tissue-specific  patterns  of 
expression.  It  is  common with high levels  of  transcript  in  flowers,  young 
leaves,  trichomes,  roots  and  tubers,  whereas  old  leaves  often  show  low 
transcription levels (Wang & Constabel, 2003).

In  hybrid  poplar  (Populus  trichocarpa x  P.  deltoides),  PPO belongs  to  a 
small  gene  family  with  approximately  10-12  members  (Constabel  & 
Barbehenn, 2008). Three of the gene members have been well characterized, 
with one gene being a wound-induced isoform (PPO-1) that is both induced 
locally  at  the  wounded  site,  and  systemically  throughout  the  plant.  The 
second isoform (PPO-2) is  constitutively expressed in mid-veins,  petioles, 
stems and roots,  but  it  is  also  wound inducible  in  these tissues  (Haruta, 
Pedersen, et al., 2001; Wang & Constabel, 2003, 2004). The third isoform 
(PPO-3) is constitutively expressed in roots and is not inducible by either 
wounding or MeJa (Wang & Constabel, 2004).

Proteases are enzymes that cleave long, essentially intact polypeptide chains 
into  short  peptides  which  are  then  digested  into  amino  acids,  the  end 
product of protein digestion, by exopeptidases (Lawrence & Koundal, 2002). 
Plant  PIs  are  proteins  that  function  as  specific  substrates  for  proteolytic 
enzymes in the digestive tracts of herbivores. PI binds to the active site of the 
protease and forms a stable  complex which thereby effectively blocks  the 
active site. A binding loop of the inhibitor projects from the surface of the 
molecule and contains a peptide bond, which is cleavable by the enzyme. If 
the peptide bond is cleaved, it remains in the complex and therefore don’t 
affect the interaction. In this way, the inhibitor mimics a normal substrate 
for  the  enzyme,  but  don’t  allow  the  normal  mechanism  of  peptide  bond 
cleavage to proceed to completion (Lawrence & Koundal, 2002). This result 
in  a  reduced  proteolysis  in  the  digestive  tract  of  herbivores,  a  lack  of 
available amino acids and eventually a lowered growth rate or starvation of 
the herbivore. As an addition to their anti-nutritive effect, PIs may also have 
a toxic or directly lethal effect on herbivores  (Haruta, Major, et al., 2001). 
Plant PIs are divided into several classes, depending on what type of protease  
they are effective against. The two most common classes of PIs are inhibitors 
of serine and cysteine proteases, which are thought to reflect the majority of  
these  proteases  in  the  digestive  system  of  insects  (Koiwa  et  al.,  1997; 
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Constabel, 1999; Haq et al., 2004). The serine class of PIs is comprised by 
several  protein  families  such  as  potato  inhibitors  I  and II,  Bowman-Birk 
inhibitors  and  Kunitz  trypsin  inhibitors  (Haruta,  Major,  et  al.,  2001).  In 
Populus tremuloides three wound-induced genes,  belonging to the Kunitz 
trypsin inhibitor (TI) class of serine PIs, have been identified. These genes, 
called TI1, TI2 and TI3, belong to a small gene family with an amino acid  
sequence similarity ranging from 52% to 83%. Especially TI1 and TI2 shows 
a high similarity at the nucleotide level (over 90%), which is thought to be a 
result of a recent gene duplication  (Haruta, Major, et al., 2001). Two more 
Kunitz type PIs (TI4 and TI5) have been identified in a Populus trichocarpa 
x Populus deltoides hybrid. These genes are more diverged members of the 
Kunitz TI class, with less than 30% amino acid similarity to TI1, TI2 and TI3 
(Christopher et al., 2004). Although transcription of all TI genes is highly up-
regulated following herbivory in Populus, the spatial and temporal patterns 
are quite different and distinct between the different family members. These 
differences are shown both locally,  at the wounding site,  and systemically 
throughout the plant, which suggests that some functional diversification has 
taken place among the gene family members  (Haruta, Major, et al.,  2001; 
Christopher et al., 2004).

Aim

The goal  with this  thesis  was to  investigate  the coevolutionary  history  of 
plant/herbivore  interactions  from  a  genetic  point  of  view,  using 
wound/herbivore-  induced  genes  in  an  ecologically  important  species. 
Sequence data and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) together with 
herbivore related phenotypic traits were used to explore below stated aims:  

Specific aims

I: Explore the signatures of molecular evolution in defense related genes and 
try to answer if any of two coevolutionary models, the arms-race model or 
the trench warfare model, explains the observed pattern. 

II:  Investigate  potential  population  structure  and  levels  of  genetic 
differentiation in genes from two gene families that have been shown to be 
important in the inducible defense against antagonists (PPOs and TIs).  

III: Investigate potential correlations (associations) in population structure 
between defense SNPs and phenotypic traits, by the use of common garden 
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trials for herbivore scoring and untargeting metabolomic profiling. 

Detecting selective signatures in sequences 
“Mutation is random; natural selection is the very opposite of random” 
Richard Dawkins

Mutations, which are defined as any changes in the genetic material, creates 
differences in nucleotide sequences, and to a lesser extent also differences in 
the amino acid sequences of proteins, among individuals. During the early 
development of  population genetics  until  the  beginning of  the 1960s,  the 
main paradigm was that natural selection must be the main force driving the 
molecular variation found within and between species. However, during the 
1960s the selective paradigm came into question and the idea of the neutral 
theory slowly emerged. It was in practice two experimental observations that 
cast doubt over the selective theory, and these were the apparent constancy 
in amino acid substitution rates observed in a wide variety of species and the 
unexpectedly high level of protein variation observed in allozyme surveys (Li, 
1997, chap. 10). The neutral theory of molecular evolution (NTME) (Kimura 
& Ohta, 1971; Kimura, 1985) and the nearly neutral theory (Ohta, 1973) have 
since  then become  the  de  facto  null  hypothesis  for  molecular  population 
genetics  studies.  The  theory  suggests  that  most  mutations  are  selectively 
neutral or slightly deleterious and that their fate depends on the stochastic 
effects of genetic drift, which cause the frequency of mutations to fluctuate 
stochastically until they are either fixed or lost from the population (Kimura, 
1985). All mutations do however not behave in a neutral  fashion and if a 
beneficial  mutation  occurs,  it  will  subsequently  be  swept  through  the 
population until it finally goes to fixation. 

The  time  it  will  take  for  the  new  beneficial  mutation  to  be  fixed  in  a 
population depends on its fitness advantage compared to existing alleles and 
also on the population size.  When a beneficial  allele is  subject to positive 
selection and swept through a population, nearby nucleotides will hitchhike 
to  higher  frequencies  since  recombination  won’t  have  the  time  to 
disassociate  them  from  the  beneficial  mutation  (e.g.  Li,  1997,  chap.  10; 
Nielsen, 2005; Wright & Andolfatto, 2008). Positive selection will therefore 
leave  a  distinct  footprint  in  the  genomic  sequence,  with  low  levels  of 
nucleotide  diversity  and  elevated  levels  of  linkage  disequilibrium 
surrounding the selected site (Figure 2). While positive selection skews the 
site frequency spectrum to an excess of rare polymorphisms, will balancing 
selection maintain multiple alleles in the population, resulting in an elevated 
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level of nucleotide diversity and an excess of intermediate frequency variants 
in the site frequency spectrum (Figure 3)  (e.g. Li, 1997, chap. 10; Nielsen, 
2005). 

Figure 2: Pattern of a selective sweep in a population. See text below for further information 

regarding the tests.

Intraspecific tests for selection

By  looking  at  nucleotide  diversity,  a  picture  of  the  ongoing  selective 
processes  emerges  that  can  be  used  to  describe  the  amount  of  standing 
variation in a population or species. By comparing different loci of interest to 
the overall  levels  of  diversity present  in  the species,  it  is  possible  to find 
candidate loci that don't behave in a neutral manner (i.e showing more or 
less diversity than the rest of the genome). Theta (θ), which is the measure of 
nucleotide diversity, depends on the effective population size (Ne) and the 
per generation mutation rate (μ),  θ = 4Neμ, and can be estimated either by 
the number of segregating sites in a sequence (θW), or the pairwise nucleotide 
difference  per  site  (π).  By  calculating  the  nucleotide  diversity  for 
synonymous and non-synonymous sites separately it is possible to determine 
the  strength  and  direction  of  selection  acting  on  a  certain  locus.  Theory 
predicts that mutations at synonymous sites (mutations that do not change 
the amino acid) behaves  in a  neutral  fashion,  whereas mutations at  non-
synonymous sites (mutations that do change the amino acid) often have a 
deleterious  effect  and  therefore  will  be  eliminated  from  the  population. 
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However, if a non-synonymous mutation is beneficial, the mutation will be 
kept in the population and ultimately rise to fixation. The time it takes for a 
new  beneficial  mutation  to  rise  to  fixation  depends  on  the  selective 
advantage it will have over standing nucleotide variants. So a ratio between 
non-synonymous  and  synonymous  diversity  exceeding  one  is  a  strong 
signature  for  adaptive  selection  where  as  a  ratio  below,  or  equal  to  one 
indicate negative selection or neutrality, respectively (e.g. Li, 1997, chap. 10; 
Ford, 2002; Nielsen, 2005). 

The two estimates of diversity (θW and π) are sensitive to different parts of 
the site frequency spectrum (SFS, Figure 3), which under the neutral model 
is skewed towards low frequency variants. The SFS can be visualized in two 
ways, either by using the folded spectrum that does not take into account 
which of the segregating nucleotides that are ancestral or derived variants, or 
by using the unfolded spectrum that do distinguish between ancestral and 
derived variants (Figure 3). The unfolded frequency spectrum can however 
only be used when an homologous sequence from a closely related species, a 
so called outgroup sequence, is available and that is used to polarize sites 
into ancestral and derived states (e.g. Li, 1997, chap. 10; Ford, 2002; Nielsen, 
2005). 

Figure 3: The unfolded site frequency spectrum (SFS) under neutrality, negative-, balancing- 

and positive selection. X-axis show allele counts in the population while the y-axis show the 

frequency. 

There  are  several  different  statistical  methods  available  for  exploring  the 
SFS, and two of the most commonly used are Tajima's D (Tajima, 1989) and 
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Fay  and  Wu's  H  (Fay  &  Wu,  2000). While  Tajima's  D  uses  the  folded 
spectrum to search for deviations from the neutral model by comparing the 
amount of intermediate frequency variants to low frequency variants,  Fay 
and Wu's H use the unfolded spectrum to compare high frequency derived 
variants  to  intermediate  frequency  variants.  By  using  Tajima's  D,  it  is 
possible to see deviations in the SFS that is either due to positive/purifying 
selection (excess of low frequency variants) or balancing selection (excess of 
intermediate frequency variants), however because Tajima's D use the folded 
SFS  is  it  impossible  to  distinguish  between  whether  the  excess  of  low 
frequency variants is due to positive selection or purifying selection. Fay and 
Wu's  H,  on  the other  hand,  investigate  the  other  side  of  the  SFS  and is 
therefore  able  to  determine  specifically  whether  deviations  in  the  SFS 
correspond to an ongoing selective sweep. Fay and Wu's H , however, lack 
power if the sweep already has gone to fixation. A combination of these two 
test  can  therefore  be  used  to  give  a  good  understanding  of  the  selective 
process acting on the locus of interest. Unfortunately, natural selection is not 
the  only  force  that  can  skew  the  SFS  from  neutral  expectations,  as 
demographic events such as bottlenecks, population growth etc are known to 
cause  deviations  in  the  SFS  that  mimics  the  action  of  natural  selection. 
Recent statistical approaches has however been developed which makes it 
possible to take the demographic history of the species into account when 
performing  tests  for  deviations  in  the SFS  (e.g.  Li,  1997,  chap.  10;  Ford, 
2002; Nielsen, 2005).

Interspecific tests for selection

Since diversity only can indicate the present processes influencing the loci of 
interest, another approach is needed to explore their selective history. By the 
use of  outgroup sequences,  it  is  possible to compare the amount of fixed 
differences (substitutions) and shared polymorphisms between two related 
species which can help us estimate an approximate age of the mutations. 
However, the time that has elapsed since the two species diverged from their 
common ancestor has to be taken into consideration, since it  is  this  time 
span that give the species opportunity to evolve independently. If the two 
species are too closely related to each other, most of the nucleotide variation 
will be shared between them, whereas multiple mutations may have occurred 
at some sites, which would “obscure” earlier events, if a too long time span 
has past since they diverged  (e.g. Li, 1997, chap. 10; Ford, 2002; Nielsen, 
2005). 
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Nucleotide  divergence  (K)  is  a  measure  of  the  number  of  substitutions 
between two species and can, as for diversity, be estimated for synonymous 
and  non-synonymous  site  separately.  As  for  diversity,  the  estimates  of 
synonymous  divergence  are  expected  to  be  higher  than  non-synonymous 
divergence  due  to  the  underlying  assumption  that  most  of  the  non-
synonymous mutations that occurs will be deleterious and hence removed by 
natural selection. This means that a divergence ratio of non-synonymous to 
synonymous  sites  exceeding  unity  indicate  the  beneficial  fixation  of  non-
synonymous mutations, which is a strong signature that positive selection 
has helped shaping the differences between the species for that specific locus 
(e.g. Ford, 2002; Nielsen, 2005). 

One  of  the  basic  predictions  with  the  neutral  theory  is  that  the  ratio  of  
polymorphisms to fixations should be equivalent at synonymous and non-
synonymous sites since both of these estimates depend only on the fraction 
of sites that are “effectively” neutral. McDonald and Kreitman  (1991) used 
this prediction to develop a test that compares the ratio of non-synonymous 
to  synonymous  differences  for  polymorphisms compared  with  divergence 
(the  MK-test).  If  the  assumption  of  selective  neutrality  is  violated,  two 
distinct  patterns  of  natural  selection  can  be  inferred  from  this  test.  An 
elevated ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous polymorphisms compared 
to divergence implies that purifying selection is acting on the locus, but that 
selection is too weak to eliminate the deleterious mutations completely but 
act  to  prevent  their  fixation.  This  is  why  they  are  still  observed  as 
polymorphisms but not as fixed differences and hence leads to an elevated 
polymorphism to divergence ratio for non-synonymous sites. If, on the other 
hand,  the  MK  test  indicate  an  excess  of  non-synonymous  fixations,  this 
would be a strong indication that positive selection is acting on amino acids 
and that the locus has gone through multiple recurrent selective fixations of 
beneficial mutations (e.g. Li, 1997, chap. 10; Ford, 2002; Nielsen, 2005).  

Genes under selection 

In paper  II,  we selected  eight  genes  which encodes  proteins,  enzymes or 
transcription factors that have previously been shown to be associated with 
plants  defensive  responses  against  antagonists,  for  analysis  of  molecular 
population  genetics  of  elicitor  induced genes  in  the SwAsp collection.  To 
capture as much of the variation as possible in the SwAsp collection, between 
11 and 27 genotypes, equally distributed among the 12 sampled populations, 
were chosen for analysis. Analysis of nucleotide diversity and divergence, as 
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well as neutrality tests were performed using the software program DnaSP 
v4.50.2.  Confidence  intervals  for  Tajima's  D  and  Fay  and  Wu's  H  were 
obtained from coalescent simulations using Richard Hudson's ms program , 
where we incorporated the demographic history of the species (characterized 
by a moderately strong bottleneck that occurred ~770 kya) into the analysis. 
For  analysis  that  required  an  outgroup  sequence,  we  chose  to  use  the 
homologous gene from P. trichocarpa. Since most genes studied in paper II 
belongs to gene families with high similarity between the gene members, we 
decided  to  investigate  if  the  studied  genes  are  in  fact  inducible  after 
wounding.  This  was  done  by  performing  a  digital  Northern analysis  (see 
paper II for detailed information regarding the performance).

The digital Northern analysis indicate that seven of the eight genes studied 
are in fact induced after wounding, where the only non-induced gene is a 
paralog of  Allene oxide synthase (Paper II, Figure 1). Even though none of 
the genes shows a non-synonymous-synonymous ratio exceeding one either 
for within-species diversity or between-species divergence, two of the eight 
genes (PPO1 and PPO2) shows skews in their site frequency spectrum that fit 
with a  model  of  adaptive  evolution  (Figure 4A-B;  Paper  II,  Table  1).  A 
sliding window analysis of the diversity and divergence ratios also shows a 
600  bp  region  with  up  to  twentyfold  elevated  divergence  ratio  in  PPO1 
(Paper II, Figure 4) which corresponds with a reduced level of synonymous 
diversity for the same region.  PPO2,  on the other hand, shows only slight 
tendencies of elevated divergence ratios and reduced synonymous diversity 
(Figure  4C-F;  Paper  II,  Figure  2).  Furthermore,  the  MK-test  highlight 
PPO1 as a gene that deviates from neutral expectations with an elevated level  
of non-synonymous fixations (Paper II, Table 2). Taken together, most of the 
defense-related genes studied show patterns of diversity and divergence that 
conform to neutral expectations. However, two of the eight genes show signs 
of  adaptive  evolution,  where  recurrent  selective  sweeps  appears  to  have 
shaped the pattern of  PPO1 while a possible selective sweep appears to be 
ongoing at PPO2. 
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A)                          B)

C)                         D)

E)                         F)

Figure 4: A) and B) shows the sliding window of Tajima's D and Fay and Wu's H for PPO1 and 

PPO2,  respectively.  C) and D) shows the sliding window of  divergence for  PPO1 and  PPO2, 

respectively. E) and F) shows the sliding window of synonymous diversity for PPO1 and PPO2, 

respectively.

Due to the rather broad substrate specificity of PPO enzymes, they have been 
categorized  as  a  generalized  defense  response  to  herbivory  (Constabel  & 
Barbehenn, 2008) and it has previously been shown that genes involved in 
generalized defense responses  often show fewer signs of natural  selection 
than  genes  involved  in  more  specialized  defense  responses  (Tiffin  et  al., 
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2004; Tiffin & Moeller, 2006). Therefore it may seem rather surprising to 
find that two out  of  three PPO genes in  this  study show signs of  natural 
selection, and that these patterns are similar to the patterns found in trypsin 
inhibitor (TI) genes in  Populus (Ingvarsson, 2005; Talyzina & Ingvarsson, 
2006;  Philippe  et  al.,  2009) that  are  thought  to  represent  a  much more 
specialized defense mechanism (Constabel, 1999; Major & Constabel, 2008). 
Recent  studies  have, however,  shown that PPOs are  not  only resistant to 
proteolysis in the insect gut, but also that limited proteolysis is required to 
activate the protein from a latent form in which it is stored in plant leaves 
(Constabel  et  al.,  2000; Wang & Constabel,  2004; Marusek et  al.,  2006). 
Furthermore, the region showing strong signs of adaptive evolution in PPO1, 
and to a lesser extent also in PPO2, is located close to the active site of the 
protein and also close to a region that has been speculated to be involved in  
controlling the conditions under which the protein is activated in the insect 
gut  (Marusek  et  al.,  2006;  Constabel  &  Barbehenn,  2008).  A  possible 
scenario is therefore that the signs of selection that we see in PPO1 and PPO2 
are  linked  to  natural  selection  in  herbivores,  preventing  or  reducing  the 
activation  of  the  PPO  protein,  and  to  counter-selection  in  plants  for 
maintaining this function.

Local adaptation and population structure
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent  
that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.” 
Charles Darwin

Adaptation  can  occur  at  different  geographical  scales,  the  idea  of  local 
adaptation  in  co-evolutionary  interactions  across  a  spatially  variable 
environment has received a lot of attention during the last decade (e.g. Kaltz 
& Shykoff, 1998; Thompson & Cunningham, 2002; Heath & Tiffin, 2007). In 
particular  phenotypic  traits  that  mediate  species  interactions  have  been 
shown to exhibit strong population differentiation in parallel with variation 
in  species interactions,  potentially  reflecting geographic differences  in the 
abiotic and/or community context in which these interactions occur (Carroll 
& Boyd, 1992; Brodie et al., 2002; Moeller, 2006). When a phenotypic trait is 
subject to spatially variable selection and local adaptation, the underlying 
genes  controlling  the  trait  are  also  expected  to  show  strong  patterns  of 
genetic differentiation since alternative  alleles  will  be  favored in different 
geographical locations. Gene flow is, however, expected to homogenize the 
genetic composition of local populations and to reduce the influence of local 
adaptation  in  a  spatially  heterogenous  environment  (Slatkin,  1985). 
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However, gene flow has also been suggested to facilitate local adaptation as it 
introduce new alleles to the standing variation available for local adaptation 
to  act  upon  (Przeworski  et  al.,  2005;  Pennings  & Hermisson,  2006).  So, 
whether gene flow will constrain or mitigate local  adaptation for different 
traits depends on, among other things, whether the selective regime is strong 
enough to overwhelm migration, allowing local adaptation  (e.g. Yeaman & 
Otto,  2011) and  the  potential  induction  of  phenotypic  clines  or  ecotypic 
differentiation between populations, to occur  (e.g. Turesson, 1922; Endler, 
1977).  While  gene  flow  affects  the  whole  genome  in  a  similar  manner, 
spatially variable selection is expected to only affect those gene regions that 
are involved in controlling the locally adapted trait. Theory therefore predicts  
that loci subjected to spatially variable selection are likely to show unusually 
high levels of genetic differentiation compared to neutral loci  (Lewontin & 
Krakauer, 1973; Storz, 2005; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra, 2008; André et al., 
2010).

Geographic structure in defense loci

In paper III we study spatial patterns of genetic variation in 7 genes from two  
gene-families  that  both  contain  multiple  members  that  show  strong 
induction following wounding.  For these genes we scored single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) in either of two ways, SNPs in polyphenol oxidases 
(PPO1-3)  were identified in the sequences  described in paper II and then 
scored in the remaining individuals of the SwAsp collection using cleaved 
amplified polymorphism sequence (CAPS) markers. SNPs from four genes 
from  the  Kunitz  trypsin  inhibitor  gene  family  (TI2-5)  were  identified  by 
direct  sequencing of  96 individuals  from the collection.  These individuals 
were chosen to be equally distributed among the 12 populations of the SwAsp 
collection. Further details about SNP identification are presented in paper 
III. 71 defense SNPs were scored in total. As a control data set we used 93 
SNPs from 23 genes that are located throughout the genome and that were 
chosen without prior knowledge of their function (Ma et al., 2010). Tests of 
genetic  differentiation  between  populations  were  performed  using  the 
BayeScan  program  which  implement  the  Bayesian  method  by  Foll  and 
Gaggiotti (2008), which models the allele frequency count at a specific locus 
in a population using a multinomial Dirichlet distribution that captures the 
underlying  genealogical  structure  of  the  migration  process  among 
populations. By fitting the observed data to two alternative models, one that 
only  includes  population  specific  effects  and  one  that  includes  both 
population- and locus specific effects due to natural selection at that locus, 
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an estimate of the probability that natural selection have been involved in 
shaping  the  pattern  at  each  locus  is  obtained  (see  paper  III  for  further 
details). 

No  difference  in  mean  allele  frequency  were  found between  defense  and 
control SNPs, but the test of genetic differentiation showed a significantly 
higher  level  of  population  differentiation  in  defense  SNPs  compared  to 
control SNPs (mean FST= 0.064 for defense SNPs and FST= 0.021 for control 
SNPs), with 10 of the defense SNPs showing strong indiction of having been 
influenced by natural selection (Figure 5A;  Paper III,  Table 1,  Figure 1). 
These outlier SNPs are located in four of the seven defense genes (PPO2, TI2, 
TI4 and TI5), which in turn are distributed over four different chromosomes 
in the Populus genome. A principal component analysis (PCA) conducted on 
the defense SNPs divided the SwAsp collection into three distinct clusters 
showing a clear geographic pattern, with a southern, central and northern 
cluster (Figure 5B; Paper III, Figure 2). 

A)                     B)

Figure  5: A)  genetic  differentiation  in  defense  SNPs  (grey)  and  control  SNPs  (black). 

Horizontal line indicate median FST for control SNPs and vertical line indicate the threshold for 

outlier detection. B) Population structure in Sweden for defense SNPs 

To rule out that the observed geographic pattern found in defense SNPs were 
not a result of isolation by distance, we performed a regression of pairwise 
genetic  differentiation  between  populations  and  geographic  distance.  A 
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strong positive correlation with distance emerged when cluster identification 
were ignored, however, this correlation disappear when within-cluster and 
between-cluster populations were tested separately (Paper III, Figure 3). The 
same analyses conducted on control SNPs subdivided the SwAsp collection 
into  four  clusters,  but  these  were  randomly  distributed  across  Sweden 
without any apparent geographic pattern. These SNPs show a weak negative 
correlation with distance regardless of whether cluster identification is taken 
into account or not (Paper III,  Figure 3). To conclude, the defense genes 
show  elevated  levels  of  genetic  differentiation  in  comparison  to  control 
genes, which is caused by a clear geographic structure through Sweden that 
is not present in neutral markers, suggesting that the structure we observe at 
the defense genes is likely caused by adaptive population differentiation.

The  four  defense  genes  that  show  evidence  of  adaptive  population 
differentiation are also showing significant, or nearly significant, deviations 
in  their  site  frequency  spectrum  in  Swedish-wide  samples  (Paper  II, 
Ingvarsson, 2005). This makes sense since spatially variable selection, as we 
envision  are  acting  on  these  genes,  will  influence  how  nucleotide 
polymorphisms are partitioned within and among populations, which in turn 
may affect things like the SFS even in species-wide samples  (Stadler et al., 
2009). Furthermore, the SNPs showing adaptive population differentiation 
are  located  within  four  of  the  genes  analyzed,  which  suggests  a  general 
feature of strong geographical structure in these defense-associated genes. 
Herbivore  assemblages  feeding  on  aspens  are  known  to  change  across 
regional scales in Sweden  (Albrectsen et al.,  2010), and it is therefore not 
unlikely that patterns of selection on defense genes are also changing over 
the same spatial scales. Such geographical variation in herbivore community 
structure could therefore help explain the strong geographical patterns that 
we observe in the defense genes. However, the mosaic theory of coevolution 
suggests that the spatial structure of the interacting populations can affect 
the coevolutionary process in two ways, either due to spatial heterogeneity of 
the environment or by genetic differentiation of the interacting populations 
resulting from varying degree of gene flow, founder effects, drift and local 
coevolutionary  history  (Thompson,  2005).  Theoretical  studies  that  have 
modeled  the  mosaic  theory  have  concluded  that  under  a  coevolutionary 
scenario with varying degree of gene flow, local adaptation as well as local 
maladaptation  are  potentially  evolutionary  outcomes  for  the  interacting 
species (e.g. Nuismer et al., 1999).   
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Associating genotypes to phenotypes
”The genes are the atoms of heredity”
Seymour Benzer

Even  though  we  can  find  signatures  of  selection  in  sequences  and 
differentiation  in  traits,  we  so  far  have  no  link  between  them  except  a 
hypothetical one. Quantitative traits are often quite complex and are usually 
influenced  by  a  large  number  of  genes  as  well  an  environmental  effects. 
Understanding the genetic basis of  these complex traits  have traditionally 
been  the  focus  of  quantitative  genetics,  which  relies  on  partitioning 
phenotypic  variation within and among individuals  with know degrees  of 
relatedness (Lynch & Walsh, 1998). When trying to dissect the genetic basis 
of  complex  traits  in  plants,  several  considerations  have  to  be  taken  into 
account and solved before further work is performed. First of all are there at  
least two alternative methods used to dissect quantitative  traits in plants, 
either by the use of quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping populations or by 
association  (Linkage  disequilibrium)  mapping.  Before  next  generation 
sequencing  technologies  was  fully  developed  and  sequencing  was  quite 
expensive, QTL mapping was the main strategy. This technique uses early 
generation  crosses  (F1  and  F2)  to  dissect  the  quantitative  variation  that 
separates  the  individuals  of  the  parental  generation.  Even  though  the 
method  has  proven  to  be useful  in  identifying  genomic  regions  that 
influences complex traits, it do however suffer from some limitations. Most 
often only two parents are used when initiating a QTL mapping population 
which restricts the amount of genetic variation available in each cross, and 
since early generation crosses are used, the number of recombinations events  
per  chromosome is  small  which limits  the resolution of  the genetic  map. 
Another  issue  with  QTL  mapping  is  that  for  many  organisms  are  the 
generation  of  a  mapping  population  impossible  or  at  least  very  time 
consuming. For example, for a forest tree such as Populus which have quite 
long  generation  times,  it  would  take  approximately  15  years  to  get  a 
segregating  F2 population.  However,  due  to  the  low  number  of 
recombination events that have occurred since the mapping population was 
initiated, only a small number of genetic markers are needed to cover the 
genome  for  correlations  between  the  phenotypic  trait  of  interest  and  a 
certain genomic region.

Association mapping, which is the other method commonly used to dissect 
complex traits, relies on utilizing variation that occurs in diverse germplasms 
and does  therefore  not  suffer  from the limiting  amount  of  variation  that 
characterizes most QTL mapping populations. Another benefit of association 
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mapping  is  that  the  naturally  occurring  recombination  events  that  has 
occurred over evolutionary history gives substantially smaller linkage blocks 
compared to QTL mapping and hence the opportunity for much more fine-
scale mapping (Nordborg & Tavaré, 2002). However, in comparison to QTL 
mapping a substantially greater number of genetic markers are needed to 
ensure reasonable power to detect linkage between markers and causal loci 
in association mapping due to the limited extent of linkage disequilibrium 
(Yu & Buckler, 2006). 

In  paper  I,  we  review  the  field  of  using  association  mapping  to  dissect  
complex traits in plants. Briefly two approaches are usually employed, either 
to  use  markers  distributed  across  the  whole  genome  of  the  organism  of 
interest or to specifically focus on a set of candidate genes. Wether or not a 
genome-wide study or a candidate gene study is the best approach depends 
perhaps mostly on the extent of LD present in the organism of interest, since 
the extent  of  LD both determines  the resolution  of  the mapping and the 
number of markers that are needed for adequate coverage of the genome in a 
genome-wide study. In short, the longer LD extends in a species, the fewer 
markers  are  needed  to  cover  the  genome  (Whitt  &  Buckler,  2003).  A 
candidate-gene  association  mapping  study,  however,  is  more  hypothesis-
driven than a genome-wide study since association mapping is restricted to a 
set of candidates genes that are thought to be involved in controlling the trait 
of interest (Neale & Savolainen, 2004). It is important to remember that the 
choice of candidate genes may limit the possibility to identify associations 
due  to  the  lack  of  information  about  causal  mutations  located  in  non-
identified  candidate  genes.  There  is  no  straightforward  way  to  select 
candidate genes but the choices can be based on relevant information from 
genetic,  biochemical,  or  physiology studies  in both model  and non-model 
plant species (Neale & Savolainen, 2004). If, however, the study is restricted 
to well characterized developmental pathways, like the flowering pathways in 
Arabidopsis and other plants  (Ehrenreich et al., 2009), or to traits with a 
well-understood biochemical basis such as the starch-synthesis pathway in 
maize  (Wilson  et  al.,  2004),  the  candidate  gene  selection  may  be  quite 
straightforward. 

Geographic structure in  phenotypic traits  and association 
mapping 

In  paper  IV  we  present  the  results  from  a  study  where  we  seek  to  link 
phenotypic variation in various herbivore-related traits to underlying genetic 
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variation.  For  linking the genetic variation to the trait  of  interest,  a  high 
throughput phenotypic screening have to be conducted. Several phenotypic 
traits that are related to the community structure of herbivorous insects were 
scored  in  our  common garden in  Sävar.  Regular  surveys  were  conducted 
throughout the growing seasons from 2005 to 2009. Each tree was surveyed 
by systematically examining all the leaves on every branch, and the number 
(2005-2009) and morphospecies (2008-2009) of arthropods were recorded. 
Surveys from 2008-2009 were further categorized into different herbivore 
guilds  based  on  how  the  different  herbivore  species  utilize  leaf  tissue 
(Figure 6). Species known to feed exclusively on one plant genus (Populus) 
were further classified as specialists while all other species were considered 
generalists  (Robinson et al.  submitted).  In addition we also performed an 
untargeting GC/MS analysis on leaf samples collected from a subset of the 
SwAsp collection.

Figure  6: The  five  herbivore  guilds:  miners,  rollers,  gallers,  chewers  and  suckers 

(Photographer: Kathryn Robinson).

Leaf material from a total of 85 trees, representing 63 unique genotypes of 
the  SwAsp  collection,  were  collected  from  trees  growing  in  the  Sävar 
common  garden.  The  leaves  were  flash  frozen  in  liquid  nitrogen  and 
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homogenized before analysis was performed. After the removal of internal 
standards and following multi-variate analysis, 273 unique metabolites were 
identified, consisting of both primary and secondary metabolites due to the 
untargeting approach of the analysis.

Most of the herbivore community traits show high heritabilities, indicating 
ample genetic variation for  these traits  in  the Sävar  common garden.  An 
overall positive genetic correlation were found for all pairwise comparisons 
of traits although they were in general quite low (0.01-0.25), suggesting more 
or less independent genetic contributions to these traits (Paper IV, Table 1).  
However, herbivore community structure, as well as the metabolic profiles, 
show the same spatial  structural  pattern as  we previously found in SNPs 
from defense genes (Figure 7; Paper IV, Table 2, Figure 1).       

A)                      B)

Figure 7: Geographic structure in A) herbivore guilds and B) metabolic profiles. Black circles 

correspond to the Southern-most cluster (cluster 1), grey circles to the central cluster (cluster 2) 

and white circles to the Northern-most cluster (cluster 3).

The Northern cluster, which consists of the three northern-most populations 
of the SwAsp collection, show the lowest levels of  attack for all  herbivore 
traits  measured  (Paper  IV,  Figure  2),  which  would  indicate  local 
maladaptation of the herbivore community to their host population since the 
common garden in Sävar is located within the distribution of the Northern 
cluster  (Figure  1,  Figure  5B,  Luquez  et  al.,  2008).  The  association 
mapping study identify 20 significant associations to 8 different traits after 
correction for multiple testing, and corresponds to 15 unique SNPs located 
within 6 of the 7 genes studied (Paper IV, Table 3, Figure 3). The phenotypic  
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variation explained by each of these associations by them self ranges between 
5-54% (Paper IV, Table 3).

Earlier studies of adaptation to photoperiod in European Aspen have found 
that both phenotypic traits related to growth cessation and SNPs from genes 
controlling this phenotypic trait show adaptive variations that are clinal with 
gradual  change  with latitude  (Ingvarsson et  al.,  2006;  Hall  et  al.,  2007). 
However, the geographic structure that we observe in defense related genes 
and phenotypes show a much more discrete pattern, with a Northern cluster 
that appears to be both genetically and phenotypically distinct (Paper III, 
Paper IV). We also found an apparent pattern of local maladaptation of the 
herbivore  community  to  the  host  population.  This  is  an  interesting 
observation  since  the  arms  race  model  of  coevolution  predicts  local 
adaptation of the herbivores due to their often much shorter generation time 
(Ebert, 1994; Lively, 1996; Mopper & Strauss, 1998). However, the mosaic 
theory of  coevolution predicts  that  local  maladaptation  can  be a  possible 
outcome when coevolving traits are temporally mismatched due to a complex  
geographic landscape with different geographic histories (Thompson, 2005). 
This  does  however  not  seem  to  be  a  plausible  explanation  for  local 
maladaptation in our case since the same pattern is found in different guilds 
and is  as  most  pronounced in  specialist  arthropod abundance  (Paper  IV, 
Figure  2).  Another  proposed  explanation  for  the  observations  is  the 
“information  coevolution”  model  by  Kniskern  and  Rausher  (2001) which 
predicts the existence of an elicitor-receptor informational exchange between 
host  and  enemy.  This  model  proposes  that  host  plants  recognize  their 
enemies by the elicitors they produce, which makes the plants able to induce 
a defensive response. The enemies, on the other hand, tries to alter these 
elicitors to avoid recognition.  The information coevolution model  therefor 
predicts that after one round of coevolution would the local host plants be 
adapted to the herbivores while non-local host plants would be susceptible  
due to a lack of elicitor recognition (Kniskern & Rausher, 2001). This model 
has received empirical support from, for instance, a meta-analysis by Parker 
et  al.  (2006),  who showed that  plants are especially susceptible  to novel, 
generalist  herbivores  that they have not  previously encountered and have 
hence  not  been  selected  to  resist.  This  suggests  that  apparent  local 
maladaptation of herbivores may not be as rare as earlier believed, and that  
it in fact may be the norm. 
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Concluding remarks
“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution” 
Theodosius Dobzhansky 

Understanding the coevolutionary dynamics between plants and herbivores 
is a never ending process, where evolutionary genetics and ecology need to 
be  integrated  to  a  larger  extent  than  they  are  today.  Even  though  both 
genotypic  variation  (Paper  III)  and phenotypic  variation  (Paper  IV)  have 
been found in traits thought to mediate species interactions, causal linkage 
between  genotype  and  phenotype  are  still  to  a  large  extent  hypothetical 
speculations.  Association  mapping  is  a  promising  method  for  building  a 
bridge between these two information levels where the main focus lies on 
finding correlations between genotypes and phenotypes (Paper I). However, 
one of the main problems with association mapping is the risk of incurring 
false  positive  due  to  population  structure.  This  problem  arises  since  any 
phenotypic  trait  that  is  also  correlated  with  the  underlying  population 
structure at neutral loci will show an inflated number of positive associations 
(Paper  I).  In the association mapping study of defense related genes and 
phenotypic traits (Paper IV), we incorporated population structure estimated 
from neutral loci in our analysis (Hall et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2010), but since 
both genetic markers and phenotypic traits vary across similar spatial scales 
we  would  expect  to  see  associations  simply  because  of  the  underlying 
population  structure  in  these  genes.  It  is  therefore  possible  that  the 
associations we observed in paper IV are not truly causal associations, but 
rather driven by the underlying structure that we observe (Paper III, Paper 
IV). If we however correct for the structure in the defense genes, we increase 
the  risk  of  incurring  false  negatives  because  the  observed  population 
structure  is  likely  adaptive.  This  highlights  some  of  the  problems  with 
inferring  association  mapping  in  highly  structured  samples,  especially  if 
variation in adaptive traits of interest is aligned along the same axes as the 
genetic variation in putative candidate genes.

Even though the Swedish stand of European Aspen consists of an admixture 
between  two  post-glacial  refugia  that  show  very  little  effect  on  neutral 
genetic  differentiation  due  to  the  homogenizing  effects  of  gene  flow,  the 
admixture event may have profound effects on adaptive traits by influencing 
patterns of genetic variation within and between different populations (Hall 
et al., 2007; De Carvalho et al., 2010). De Sassi et al. (2012) have shown that 
changes  in  herbivore  composition  and  abundance  to  a  large  extent  are 
mediated  by  changes  in  the  plant  community,  so  the  strong  geographic 
variation we observe in both defense genes and herbivore community may 
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therefor  be  a  consequence  of  historical  adaptation  of  plants  to  different 
herbivores during periods in different glacial refugia. However, to study to 
what extent the observed results are driven by historical processes, a deeper 
insight  into the current-day geographic  distribution of  different  herbivore 
species  and  their  post-glacial  colonization  history  would  be  needed. 
Unfortunately is very lite information currently available to shed light to any 
of these questions. 
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